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§ I. Introduction Here is a matrix :

Do you notice anything special ?



↑ermute rows and
colums simultaneously ("re-Labeling")

~
LLet's rearrange the mature by blocks:

Do you notice anything special?



↑ermute rows and
colums simultaneously ("re-Labeling")

~
LLet's rearrange the mature by blocks:

5)in each block
Do you notice anything special? -> Each block matrix is of rank one ↓

We just need to know
one row.

This matrix is in fact the decomposition matrix of some finite-dimensional algebra!



complex reflection group

The finite-dimensional algebra is a restricted rational Cheradnik algebra Fc(WT Details not
important!

-parameter

This algebra arises as follows: Joc(W) the "big" (unrestricted) RCA
technicality Can infinite-dimensional K-algebral

fin ite
z the center extension

R a certain subalgebra

Then Fc(W) = Ho.c(W)/mHoc(w) for a certain maximal ideal m of R.

A(x)/RadA(x)
1)

This algebra has a set of standard modules A(x), each having a simple head ((x).

Let D =([A(x): <(43)
x

be the decomposition matrix.



Conjecture (T. 2012) The decomposition matrix of Fle)W) is blockwise of rank one.

Proven by Bonnati and Rouquier (2013) as a consequence of an ingenious theory.

The proof by Bonnate-Ronquier is intricate and adapted to the special setting of RCA.

We always believed there must be a more fundamentalso moreelementary, morerepreantation
- the oran

more general settings (examples) as well.

We discovered such
a proof and such a setting now.



32 What we have proven

First, we get rid of standard modules.

#is a fact (Bellamy -T., 2018) that we have BGG reciprocity, i.e.

C = DTD,
wher projective cover of LCM

/

C =([P(x):26p)])x,

is the Cartan matrix of H.(W).

=>D is blockwise of rank one it and only if I is blockwise of rank one.



Exists for any
X finite-dimensional

From now on we focus on the rank one property of the Cartan matrix. algebra

Consider the following setup. ~
(O) is a prime ideal

L

H a prime ring

a free Frobenius
extension (finitel
Y &the center of It is Gorenstein and integrally closed

#is free and finite over R ↑zis noetherian and the localization
and there is an isomorphism Ehas finite injective dimension (as E-module)

for any maximal
ideal on of E

↓ :IHa+E<Homp(H,R) R a subring which is a regular ring
of A-bimodules for some

↑

R is noetherian and

R-algebra automorphism & of H. the localization Rm is

a regular local ring for
1Ha-: right action twisted by a -

any maximal ideal u of R

There are

many examples of such extensions in Lie theory!









at least one of the terms
of highest (total) degree
I is monicsince It is finite over its center Z

,
it is a PI ring , i. e. there is a monic

(non-commutative) polynomial f c- ICE . , ✗m > for some m such that f( hi , , hm ) = 0 for all hi
,
. .

,
hm c-H

.

will be even ( Kaplansky 's theorem)
I
- ^-

The PI - degree of It is d : = 2-
• minimal degree of such polynomials (using Posner 's theorem).

We assume that d. 1-* is invertible in It
.

(This holds for example if It is an algebra
over a field of characteristic not dividing d)

Now
,

let m be a maximal ideal of R .

Then A. = Halt is a finite -dimensional algebra over the field K: = Rtm
.

yall simple modules remain simple under field extensions

Assume that A splits over K . (This holds for example if K is algebraically dosed
.

And this holds for example for any
in if R is a

finite type algebra over an algebraically closed field).



LetC be the Cartan matrixof A. Let C ..., Cp be the blocks of C.

·Letp be the characteristicof K= R/n.

By the p-rank of C we mean the rank of the reduction of integralmatix
Note that for p=0 this is the usual rank.

We assume that the prank of C isnon-zero for alli. This holds for example
if p=0 (since Ci is never the zero motox, hence rank =1).

Theorem (Bellamy-5, 2023) Each Ci is of p-rank one.



=>ample: The restricted RCA Fc(W) fits into our setting

Another example: Let go be a complex semisimple Lie algebra.

(simply connected)
2

Let Us (9) be the quantized enveloping algebra of at an 1-th root of unity SCC.

(We assume that123 is an odd in legs, prime to 3 ifa contains a factor of type G2)

Let E be the center and let R be the 1-center (a certain central Hopf subalgebra).

Then Us(g) > ZxR fits into our setting. One particular qualient is the
rstricted quantized enveloping algebra Mg(g)

More examples in our paper!



Remark on positive characteristic

Let G be a connected reductive group over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p >0.

Let g = Lie (G) and H = U(g) be the enveloping algebra of g.
froot system of G

The PI degree d of It is PN
,
where 2N = 1011

⇒ d. It is not invertible ⇒ does not fit into our setting !

More on this in our paper.



§} Some ideas about the proof

A key ingredient in our proof is from :



They have shown: if A is a (finite-dimensional) Frobenius alsabra over a field K and

A splits our K then

p-rank of the Cartan matrix (of A = ranb =

Here, F:A-A is the Higman map:tiSTEgthiswhereSgiS and he is
is a pair of dual bases

↑rojective class group Gothendieck group
&
V

Ko(A) a,K
modp GoA***

vertical maps areHaftorstallingi =I character isos because A

AIA.A) ->CA/IA, AS)
*

s plits over K

I-submodules a 1> (b >TrAk(LsoRa
generated by Isu
commutators ↑ left/right multiplication

rank of this map-rank of t



Problem: We do not know ranka priori

What we have proven: if A arises from our (global) setting the

rankx = number of blocks of A

SO
S

p-rank of C = number of blocks of A

Since we assume that the p-rank of each block matrix C, is non-zero, this
implies that each C, is of p-rank one.



Here are some ideas how we proved that ranki =number of blocks of A.

Since RCH is a Frobenius, we also have a Higman map t.H-H.

The automorphism a:Hinducesan automorphism al. AAmaking Aa Frodenies alsebra over it.

If 51:A - Adenotesthe Higman map then the diagram

H-A

ifI
H -> A

commutes.



Itis a general fact that the image of -iscontained in the Nakayama center

Za =SheH/ha =

a(a)h for all act3

of H. This is a z-module.

Higman centerof
A

V

Similarly, the image of it is contained in zai. It is then clear that

A -> A

it ↓ /
z+
-za

commutes.



Let Z resp.Zx, be the image of Z, resp.Zx, inA = YmH.

Clearly, It is contained in the centerof butitmay not be the whole center.

Nonetheless, Icontains all the block idempotents of Aby Miller's theorem (1976).

We have shown that:
uses I prime, I integrally closed,

d. 1Ainvertible

1) I and Ex are direct summands of H as Z-modules.
* a result by Braun (2002

=> the naturalmapsZ/mz -> Zand Zalanza- Eare isomorphisms

2) Z is Frobenius (over U=R(m)
uses

that Ron is regular

3) Iis a free E-module of rank one
usesIn

Gorenstein

4) Im =cSOcz,z



Since Asplits over K, so does Z=> every simple Z'-module is one-dimensional over K.

Hence,
set of blocks Miller

↑
5

dimklm= dimkSOCzZs =eyotrz) =f(S0zz)E(BL(Z'SIEIBLASI
On the other hand,

Covent- FitzgeraldToholy P-rank of every
block of a non-zero.

/
dimplmtlEp-rank of C I(BL(A)

So, together we have

dimk(m=' =1BL(As/
↓


